W e propose a new contribution to solve the inverse kinematic problem of redundant robots subject to a set of criterion and constraints. Ti-aditional methods are usually very complicated to use in real environment and present m a n y problems such as high convergence time and possible instability. First, a study of the existent methods leads us to develop a n on-line algorithm based o n a n adaptive neural net-
Introduction
In order t o control a robot manipulator to wcomplish a task, trajectory planning is required in advance or in real time. The desired trajectory is usually described in Cartesian coordinates and needs to converted to joint space for the purpose of analysing and controlling the system behavior. Singularity and redundancy are two main difficulties in robot motion synthesis. At certain locations in joint space, t h e jacobian matrix loses rank. These points correspond to singular arm configurations. As t h e arm approaches these points in joint space, J ( e ) becomes ill conditioned and the numerical inverse solution leads to very large joint velocities.
Kinematically redundant manipulators have recently been the subject of active research since their extra degrees of freedom allow more sophisticated motion than conventional manipulators. One of the problems in controlling redundant manipulators is a considerably increased computational complexity compared with non redundant robots. For a given workspace position, one solution has to be chosen among an infinite number of inverse kinematic solutions corresponding t o all possible configurations.
Some of previous works then use the redundant degrees of freedom t o achieve some performance during the motion such as: avoiding obstacles, k e e p ing the joint coordinates within their joint limits, avoiding singularities, improving dexterity, optimizing joint torques, minimizing manipulability and so Our approach is based upon an optimization scheme using a neural network. The neural network is adapted in the direction of decreasing a Lyapunov fundion to move the end effector to t h e desired position. This approach exploits the redundancy to achieve some objective functions, and to satisfy some inequality constraints while tracking t h e d e sired end-effector trajectory. Penality functions convert t h e constrained optimization problem into an unconstrained problem. This algorithm does not require to compute t h e inverse or pseudoinverse Jacobian matrix. This method provides an accurate solution with only a few iterations per input point even in singularities: the desired end-effector trajectory is good tracked, the performance function is well minimized and the additional inequality constraints are satisfied. The repeatability propriety is virefied which means that for the closed or cyclic trajectory the initial and final position and velocity are the same.
T h e organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we recall the kinematic formulation of robot manipulators. Section 3 is devoted t o give some in-
formation about the penalty approach. In section 4, 5 and 6 we give respectively the principle of the proposed method, the based algorithm and the new solution. The simulation results of a three DOF robot arm are given in section ' 7. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in section 8.
Kinematic formulations
Let O be a n x 1 vector of joint angles and x a m x 1 vector of the corresponding Cartesian coordinates of the end-effector position ( n < m), r = n -in being the degree of redundancy. Then x and 6 are related by the forward kinematic transformation f(-) which is a well-known non linear function:
By differentiating Eq.1 with respect t o time and equation is obtained:
defining X= a a at and J = g, the following
For redundant manipulators where m < n, J ( e ) is not a square matrix. Hence, there may exist a n in- 
By adding a null space vector t o t h e right-hand side of the Eq.3, the general solution t o Eq.2 becomes:
where I is t h e identity matrix, ( I -J'(O) J ( 0 ) ) is the null space projection matrix, U is a n arbitrary joint velocity vector. Let us consider an extended objective function:
X is the (m x 1) Lagrangian multiplier vector. T h e necessary conditions of optimalit,y is given by: and
(7)
By multiplying Eq.6 by N (the n x ( n -m) null space matrix of J , J N = 0), we obtain the necessary condition of optimality:
If the objective function @(q) is convex then the condition Eq.8 becomes the necessary and sufficient condition of optimality.
One method to solve the inverse kinematic problem of redundant arms is t o formulate it as a n optimization problem with constaints, as follows:
where @.(e) is a scalar kinematic objective function of the joint angles to be minimized, ~d ( t ) is the d e sired end-effector trajectory and h(O) is the inequality constraint vector. Penalty functions convert the constrained optimization problem Eq.9 into a n unconstrained problem.
3
The algorithms usually proposed to solve constrained optimization problems can be divided into two categories: boundary-following methods and penalty-function methods. Within t h e first, we find, for example, the feasible-directions method and the gradient-projection method. These techniques switch directions from the gradient of the objective function t o the gradient of the violated constraint whenever a move outside t h e feasible region occurs. The penalty-function methods lead t o safer computational algorithms compared t o gradient methods, with less computations, since they convert constrained minimization Eq.9 into unconstrained optimization of a n augmented objective function. T h e constraints hi(0) can be equality or inequality constraints:
The penality-funct ion met hod 
Then, the vecor 0; is used t o compute the endeffector position:
and the error is given by:
During the second phase, the weights of the neural network is adjusted according t o the delta rule :
where 77 is the reduction factor (0 4 7) 4 2).
In the previous works, the search direction involved an inverse Jacobian matrix calculation. This solution is time consuming and problems may arise in the vicinity of singular points.
A new solution
We propose here a new method avoiding these drawbacks and leading t o a very quick and efficient solution. The main idea is to use a Lyapunov function for calculating at each iteration the search direction AW.
For a given initial weight matrix W , the algorithm updates W iteratively in the direction of decreasing the Lyapunov function defined in terms of the errors:
is the desired value of x and X is the Lagrangian multiplier. The purpose of this multiplier is t o force E t o converge t o zero by increasing X exponentially when 8 is near the solution of E .
For sake of simplicity, we eliminate in the following equations the index k and c.
The time derivative of the Lyapunov function Eq.27 is given by:
where J = and J, = 9, by differentiating Eq.22, we obtain $= r W Xd. For simulation on a digital computer, we use a discrete time update rule:
W-7 and x= 9. Then, Eq.29 becomes:
1 27
If we set:
. A
v= -5 11E112
Then we can deduce the correction terms A W and 
where qi is the reduction factor (0 + 77 + 2).
We must emphasize that no Jacobian inverse matrix calculation are necessary here. Furthermore, if the desired trajectory does not present large discontinuities, each new desired point X i is very close of the previous and the error is small. This algorithm converges very quickly towards the solution 6 d k with few operations per iteration.
Simulation
A 3DOF planar robot is considered t o show the validity of our method. The desired path used in our simulation is given by:
The forward kinematic function is:
where s,j = sin(6i+8j), cij = cos (8,+8j ) and the link lengths are 11 = 1.5m, 12 = lm, l3 = 0.5m. Any convex objective function may be used in our approach. -By applying inequality constraints and using the interior penalty method (CY = 0.01), the arm configuration during the task is seen in figurel(c). While the end-effector moves, the objective function is well minimized and the last link position remains always inside the feasible region and far froin the frontier of the allowable workspace. 
Conclusion
We have presented a n efficient local approach for the trajectory tracking and joint path generation of redundant robot manipulator. Moreover, it can be applied to non-redundant manipulators. Our method is based on formulating a simple optimization problem using neural network. This problem is considered as a minimization of a Lyapunov function defined in terms of position error and any other criterion evolution error. The neural network is adapted in the direction of decreasing the Lyapunov function to move the end effector to the desired position while minimizing a n objective function and avoiding a collision with a workspace object or a contact surface environment. This method achieves a n accurate solution with only a few iterations per input point even in singular points and requires only the computation of the direct kinematic functions.
